Let our technology add a new
dimension to your pension plan
The BenPal
pension modeller
from JLT is a
powerful, online
planning tool that
works for both DB
and DC benefits.

“

“

Plug it in, energise
your scheme,
empower your
people.

The key to improving engagement with pension
members is giving them access to something
personalised and tangible. Our new modeller
can be used by all members, active and
deferred, whatever scheme they are in.
Jim Carlton
Managing Director
JLT Online Benefits

DB/DC
The BenPal modeller works with
any type of pension scheme,
including DB, DC, hybrid and
GPP/Stakeholder plans.
Every member can enjoy 24/7
online access to the same planning
tool, configured for their particular
scheme and pre-populated with their
own personal and benefits data.
The simple but effective interface
can be understood by every member
and the powerful calculation engine
means it can still satisfy those
who want to do more complex
modelling on a regular basis.

Education
The modeller encourages employees
to take more interest in their company
pension scheme and the possible
benefits it might provide for their
retirement. They can add pensions
from previous employments to
see their projected income from
all sources.
It is designed to be a tool that
members want to play with, and keep
using time and again. The impact on
projected benefits of investing more
or less, or taking benefits earlier or
later, can be seen instantly. Helpful
messaging takes everyone up a
learning curve at their own pace.

To see how this pension modeller can
work for your scheme, or to find out
more about the BenPal integrated
benefits management system, contact:
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